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On the Vibe
Crystal Clear Psychic Anne combines
sheer psychic talent with Tarot
cards to form a link with Spirit.

from the editor
2015 is underway, and as we move
through sensitive Pisces into the
strength of Aries, it’s a great time
to make psychic connections in
our own lives, and prepare for new
phase of action and growth.
In this month’s issue, we present
some wonderful ways to see and
connect with spirits. Spiritual
energies are all around us, and
by tuning into them, we can find
clarity and inspiration!
We also give some tips on how
to date an Aries. This is one of the
most inspiring signs out there,
and Aries partners can bring
untold rewards. They do, however,
present a unique set of challenges.
The more you know about dating
this fire sign, the more amazing
your relationship can be.
Finally, who doesn’t love Jon Bon
Jovi? He was one of the biggest
rock stars of the 80s and 90s,
and simply refuses to leave the
spotlight as he enters his 53rd year.
We examine his psychic profile,
and explore how his humble and
romantic nature is balanced by a
truly powerful presence.
Our featured reader this month
is Anne. Popular with clients, she
is a Metaphysician and Psychic
Medium, and uses Tarot cards to
facilitate strong connections to
Spirit.
We look forward to bringing you
renewed clarity and inspiration as
we move into Spring, and thank
you from our hearts for making us
the most respected psychic service
in the U.S.!
Love and Light,

Lauren X

When did you first discover you were psychic?
I always knew there was something different about me. I would look at people and
just know things about them. It wasn’t until my second child started school that I
really began to explore my gifts. I have always had Tarot cards and would play with
them with make-believe that people were communicating with me. I now know they
were spirits, but I couldn’t yet see them.

What are your talents and what do they mean? I.e. Clairvoyant?
I am a Metaphysician and Psychic Medium whose first love is Tarot cards. I am also
a Reiki Master and Pellowah Healer. I use my Clairvoyant skills to invoke my Spirit
Guides and Angels to help me read the cards for my clients and connect to the spirit
world. I always do my best to connect with deceased loved ones and pass on loving
messages from the spirit world.

What tools do you use and why? What is their history?
I have many Tarot decks for all different occasions, but I always go back to my
original deck, which means the most to me. They are looking quite worn and some
even have pencil marks from notes being written on them. I also use my Pendulum
and Angel cards, to which I have strong attachments. I cleanse my tools after each
reading, so they are ready to go for the next task.

One remarkable story from a recent client?
I had a client who recently lost a son. Through messages from Spirit, we established
that he was coming through to her as a crow that she constantly saw at her kitchen
window. Whenever she went out, she constantly saw crows. She went on holiday to
New Zealand, and while she was away, a crow smashed into my windscreen as I was
driving. I noted the date and time. When she returned from her holiday, I learned
that at the moment of my mishap with the crow, she was having a psychic reading
with another reader who was connecting with her son.

Why do you enjoy working for Crystal Clear Psychics?
I love working for Crystal Clear Psychics because everyone is so lovely and very
professional. Each client is special and treated with respect. We are all here working
for the client to love and look beyond the light!

Connect with Anne today!
Call 1-866-929-0635 pin 7714

BON
JOVI
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he soaring, raspy voice. The
torn trousers. The blonde
locks and finely-chiseled
features. There was no artist
like Jon Bon Jovi in the 1980s. By the
time Slippery When Wet hit shelves
in 1986, he was one of the biggest
rock stars on the planet, with soldout stadiums and platinum records
to prove it.
Sure, there were other big names in
that decade—but how many remain
as popular and active nearly thirty
years on? Jon Bon Jovi still sells out
arenas. Not only that, his acting
skills have earned him diverse roles
in film and television. He is active in
philanthropy and politics, and despite
turning 53 years old this month, he
shows no signs of slowing down. So
where did all this youthful bravado
come from, and how on earth does
he sustain it? Let’s take a look at his
psychic profile to find out.

AT THE TRIBECA
FILM FESTIVAL

W
John Francis Bongiovi was born in
New Jersey on 2nd March, 1963.
This makes him a Pisces under the
Chinese sign of Tiger—a combination
which perfectly positioned him to
become one of the world’s greatest
heartthrobs. Sensitive and deep,
Pisces is the quintessential romantic.
At the same time, Tiger gives an
aggressive, confident sheen to Bon
Jovi’s personality and physical form.
In keeping with this sensitive bad boy
image, Bon Jovi was never much for
school. He cut classes often, preferring
to play local gigs with his friends, and
spend time with his cousin Tony who
owned a New York recording studio.
It was in that studio, sweeping floors
at the age of 17, that destiny took
shape. When the artist Meco needed
someone to sing on his Star Wars
Christmas album, Tony recommended
his cousin John for one of the tracks.
The resulting track, “R2-D2 We Wish
You A Merry Christmas,” may not have
been the sexiest start to Bon Jovi’s
recording career—but it was a start,
and that was all he needed.
Jon’s Tiger nature served him well
in the years that followed. His first
proper recording, a track called
“Runaway,” was turned down by a
string of major recording companies.
But the Tiger’s thick hide made him
determined to break through. A New
York radio station finally picked up
the track after a face-to-face meeting
with Jon, and a recording deal with
Mercury Records followed.

By the late 1980s, the kid from New
Jersey was a global success. But what
was it that filled the seats and kept
records flying off the shelves? Jon’s
sensitive Pisces nature cannot be
underestimated when looking at his
ability to capture the hearts of fans.
A highly psychic water sign, Pisces
is known for emotional depth and
romantic potency. These qualities are
tangible in Bon Jovi’s lyrics, voice and
stage presence—especially since they
are combined with the strength and
charisma of Tiger. Bon Jovi can melt
your heart with his soulful singing, but
he also exudes confidence and power.
As it turns out, these qualities
translate well to film and television.
Pisces is the sign that best describes
the film arts in general, and many
Pisceans make good actors for their
ability to submerge into character.
The noble traits of Tiger may be, more
than anything, what keeps Jon Bon
Jovi so active and relevant today.
Taken by itself, Pisces is sometimes
overwhelmed by success. But the
Tiger brings a clear, sober sensibility
to Jon’s inner world. His marriage to
Dorothea Hurley—his high school
sweetheart—has produced four
children and endured more than
thirty years of global rock stardom.
This has kept his image clean, and
his stock high in the entertainment
world—not to mention charity and
politics.
The bottom line is this: If Jon Bon
Jovi’s creativity ages as well as his
famous face, there is certainly much
more to come from this enigmatic
star.

PERFORMING FOR
THE PRESIDENT

Horoscopes
March 2015

Check out today’s horoscopes at crystalclearpsychics.com/horoscopes.html

Aries

Cancer

It’s set to be an action packed month, with plenty going
for you. However, you’ll do even better if you make time to
listen to your intuition and tune into your dreams. Inspired
ideas can give you a channel for your formidable energy,
enhancing success. However, a restless urge can also see
you keen to expand your horizons.

You’ll be inspired to take action regarding an ambition or
goal you been dreaming about for some time. However,
things may take a creative detour as unexpected events
could encourage you to try another tack. Later, the Solar
Eclipse in Pisces offers an opportunity to explore ideas that
could be life changing.

Taurus

Leo

The Full Moon in Virgo on the 5th spotlights romantic
opportunities, and encourages you to share your feelings.
On the 13th, as Mercury glides into Pisces, the chance to
connect with new people can enhance your chances of
success at work and in love. Meanwhile, do make time to
kick back and unwind. Going at full throttle constantly will
not be good for you.

This month can be exhilarating, encouraging you to
expand your horizons, see key aspects of your life from a
fresh perspective and explore ideas associated with a new
direction. Even though there are times when you could
clash with others, the resulting sparks bring opportunities
for romance and creative genius.

Gemini

Virgo

It can be a busy month filled with exciting opportunities,
new faces and useful information.Your social scene picks up
speed too and this can be the catalyst for changes - both big
and small. As Uranus links with Pluto midmonth, the solution
you’ve been seeking could show up unexpectedly. Then
again, the chance of a fresh start might appeal.

The Full Moon in your sign on March 5th can signal the
completion of a project, or a key milestone in an important
relationship. It’s a time to celebrate what you’ve achieved
to date. Later, don’t ignore a call to change your routine or
transform your lifestyle, as doing so could signal a positive
new start.

Call 1-866-929-0635
for psychic guidance

Free Chinese horoscopes! www.crystalclearpsychics.com/chinese-horoscope.html

Libra

Capricorn

Dynamic relationship influences can bring change to key
relationships.Whatever ideas you’ve had about a significant
other could quickly vanish as a side of them you’ve never seen
comes into the open, making them even more interesting.
Meanwhile, as Venus eases intoTaurus mid-month you can
re-connect to your most sensuous side.

Life at home certainly won’t be at a standstill this month.
The March outlook suggests it’s time to take action whether
you’re buying, selling or making changes to the home
or family dynamics. The Solar Eclipse on the 20th could
signal the start of a friendship or romance with a long and
interesting road ahead.

Scorpio

Aquarius

Get ready for unexpected happenings this month and
welcome those disruptions that seem to upset your best
laid plans.Though inconvenient they could encourage fresh
perspectives and lively new options. Meanwhile, the Solar
Eclipse on the 20th in your romance zone can coincide with
a budding liaison that fulfils a fantasy.

You’ll be juggling opportunities, particularly as one or two of
them could reveal options you won’t want to miss. Though
early days, your ability to spot trends will highlight those
that might impact your life in a positive way. Meanwhile,
a novel solution to an old problem could relieve a burden
and restore inner peace.

Sagittarius

Pisces

It’s a great month for exploring as you’ll be keen to push
against your limits, and search out ideas and opportunities
that could have big implications for you further down the
line. Meanwhile, as Uranus links with Pluto you might decide
to invest in a hobby or creative enterprise that allows you to
express a unique talent.

The Virgo Full Moon in week one brings relationships into
focus, and feelings can flow into the open. It’s great to share
- but be mindful of doing or saying anything you might
later regret. Meanwhile, a Solar Eclipse in Pisces brings an
opportunity for a fresh start that comes with a challenge.
Pleasingly, if you do you’ll likely see benefits in the future.
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You Are a Spiritual Being

Change in the Air

One of the biggest blocks to spiritual vision is the idea that
spiritual beings are separate from us—that we ourselves
are not also spirits. This sense of separation creates an
inherent block, reinforcing the subconscious idea that
spirits are an idea, a myth, or something apart from
ordinary life. The more we accept ourselves as spiritual
beings, and realise that seeing spirits is an aspect of our
own nature, the easier it is to make progress.

Because spiritual bodies are not made of the same dense
material as physical bodies, we often begin to see them as
changes in the air. The thickness or texture in the air will
waver, flicker or shimmer in subtle ways. We may notice
slight distortion through the room, somewhat like a vapor
cloud. This type of activity is almost always accompanied
by thoughts are sensations that a spirit is with us. If our
spiritual vision is open, we begin to see their bodies more
clearly.

Release Fear
Most of us have been exposed to countless spooky stories
in film and books. Spirits and ghosts represent the hidden,
unknown aspects of nature. The idea that translucent
beings can sneak up on us, and wreak havoc in ordinary
reality, is entertaining and mysterious. The downside is
that many people come to fear spirits. We associate them
with negativity, and assume that their motives are less
than honorable. The reality is, there are a plethora of spirits
out there, and many are benevolent. Some are simply
curious, and many want to help. It’s no different from the
range of human beings in the material world. Facing our
own fear of the spiritual world is an important step toward
opening ourselves up to healthy interaction.
Signs and symbols
Spirits don’t always look the way we imagine, or
communicate in ways we would consider ordinary. Have
you ever been going about your day, and had a sudden
thought that didn’t seem entirely your own? Have you
ever been thinking about a problem you’re facing, and
felt your attention turn to words on a poster or bits of
conversation that seem related to what your’e going
through? Perhaps you’ve even lost an object inexplicably,
and your entire day has been altered because of it. Spirits
do not always appear visually, and they be very creative in
how they approach you. The more we learn to sense their
presence and feel their influence, the easier it will be to
actually see them.

Sparkles and Spheres
Spiritual beings often appear not as human-like figures
with faces and eyes, but as flashes and points of light. As
such, it is all too easy to mistake them for mere reflections
or glints of sunlight. But if you pay attention, and look
closely, you’ll see this isn’t always the case. These spiritual
manifestations dance and move of their own accord, and
appear in a variety of colors. It’s very common to see this
type of spirit in photographs, often in scenes of nature or
around people. Cameras can indeed play tricks, and not
every irregularity is a spirit—but again, close discernment
over time will clearly reveal the difference.
A Different Set of Eyes
Spirits do sometimes appear in plain sight, but more
often, seeing them requires use of spiritual sight. Our
centre of spiritual vision—often called the third eye, and
known for thousands of years in a variety of cultures—lies
in the middle of our forehead. It generates images and
impressions that are invisible to our physical eyes. Many
clairvoyants and professional psychics, when they speak of
seeing spirits, are referring this “other” type of vision. You
can learn to use it too! Meditation and visualisation help
open the third eye, and facilitate the direct perception
of spiritual beings. This is perhaps the most important
part of developing spiritual vision, and can lead to clearer
perception of spirits in physical reality.

Looking for a connection to spirit?

ROMANCING EHE FLAME
Aries knows how to stoke the fires of love—but if
you’re not up to the task, you might get burned.

1. Don’t Hide Your Feelings

2. Bring Your A-Game

If you’ve ever been interested in
someone, and dialed their number a
dozen times before actually pressing the
call button, you’re probably not an Aries.
To this sign, romance is a dish best served
bold—so don’t be afraid to tell them what
you want, and don’t be surprised when
they come on like a freight train! When
it comes to steady relationships, being
cryptic and vague about your feelings
is enough drive an Aries bonkers. They
would rather have things out in the open.
This decisive attitude doesn’t sit well with
everyone, especially in the realm of love.
You may have to work with your Aries
partner to help them understand your
emotional style.

If there’s one thing Aries is not, it’s lazy and unmotivated. As a fire sign,
and the very first of the Zodiac, Aries is all about action and growth. It
loves to get there before everyone else. Hard work, bold action, and a
steady supply of motivation are key. So if you tend to procrastinate or
over-analyze, you and your partner will have some adjusting to do. Think
of it this way: Knocking items off the “to do” list, like so many bowling pins,
is one of this sign’s great joys and talents. But in doing so, they can easily
wear themselves out—and you in the process. You’ll benefit hugely from
your partner’s get-up-and-go attitude, but there will be times in your
relationship when you need to help them find a sustainable pace.

3. It’s Not Broken, So Why Fix It?
When your Aries partner discovers something like they like—be it a restaurant, TV show or brand of
cereal—don’t be surprised if they want more of the same. Establishing a course, and repeating it, is this
sign’s way of freeing up energy for other pursuits. That’s not to say you can’t change your partner’s habits—
just don’t expect it to be easy. Aries does not always want to relinquish the reigns on decisions that should
be mutual—but once they see the light, they’ll be 100% on board with you.
4. Be Positive
Your Aries partner is a natural born leader, and as such,
he or she knows how to “rally the troops.” In tough
situations, don’t expect this sign to throw themselves—
or you—a pity party. With Aries it’s all about finding a
positive angle, picking yourself up, and trying again.
This is one of the most wonderful, inspiring qualities
Aries has to offer, especially in the context of love. Aries
has a huge heart, knows what it wants, and does not
give up easily. How much more romantic can you get?

5. Don’t Take It Personally
Many of us prefer to avoid heated
arguments—but to an Aries,
butting heads is an effective way
to solve problems. It takes us to
the crux of the issue, and produces
a direct outcome with no fussing
around. Ruled by Mars (the planet
of strength and aggression), Aries is
a fierce competitor. This can show
in even the smallest of things. But
don’t take it personally! Argument
is seldom a personal attack for
Aries. It’s just the most direct route
from A to B. Aries sees life as a series
of challenges, and they can inspire
you to meet those challenges in no
short order.

Our psychics can help! Call 1-866-929-0635
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get a free psychic reading!
Recommend a friend to Crystal Clear Psychics
and get a 20 minute reading absolutely free!
Yourfriendgetsa20minutereadingat halfprice!
See www.CrystalClearPsychics.com for terms
and conditions.
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